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Mindful of the argument concerning architecture’s relationship to elites both in practice and representation, this paper explores a televisual representation of architecture (education) in which a disenfranchised group is explicitly catered for. The program is the 2008, Sundance Channel reality show, Architecture School. The six-part series followed students and instructors from Tulane University’s URBANbuild design-build program as they created a family home in post-Katrina New Orleans. The Tulane educational program, and others like it, position themselves as oriented towards social innovation and community development, however, despite such intentions the intricate limitations of contexts and practices impose constraints. Through reference to segments of dialogue and imagery from the show, this paper explores how the TV program reproduces familiar architectural clichés through, for example, presenting the students as more concerned with structure and materials than with the needs of their potential clients. However, this paper also explores how the clients themselves are represented in this media text. Here, nuanced details of personal circumstance and seemingly
intractable problems of administration and governance are depicted in ways that clearly indicate the complex constellation of problems that can limit access to innovative architecture. By exploring Architecture School’s somewhat ambivalent perspective on public-interest architecture our paper offers both a reflection upon televisual media’s rather restricted and contradictory depiction of architectural practice as well as a critical reflection upon the structural and historic social conditions that may curtail the success of even the most publically-minded architectural professionals and educators.
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